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The Natural Alternative
Burning Natural Soy Wax Candles is good for the environment, both when we
extract the raw product from nature and then again when we burn the candle.
Natural Soy Candles are made from totally renewable sources and when you
purchase a Soy Candle you are helping to support farmers rather than
supporting the big petroleum companies.
Natural Soy Candles are also fully biodegradable, so if you happen to spill some
you can easily clean it up with warm soapy water. These candles are of an
exceptionally high quality and you are guaranteed of a fragrant candle emitting
it’s beautiful scent from the first time you light it to the last time you
extinguish it.
Now for the ingredients of the candle, it is made up of 100% Natural Soy Wax
along with a blend of Aroma & Essential Oils, the wick is made of natural
cotton and the candle is coloured with natural vegetable dyes, so we produce a
candle that is as close to fully natural as possible.
The other amazing thing about these candles is their burning times. You will be
surprised just how long they burn for, generally up to three times longer than
other candles. However, the proof of enjoyment is in the burning of these
beautiful candles, with so many fragrances to choose from, your biggest
decision will be which one will I burn today?
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Party Rewards
As a way of thanking you for taking the time to be part of the world of Scented
Naturally, we have put together this reward schedule to show you what
wonderful benefits are offered to you for hosting a Scented Naturally
Candle Party.

REWARDS FOR SALES
$100 - $500 worth of sales you receive 5% in product
$501 - $1000 worth of sales you receive 10% in product
$1001 -$2000 worth of sales you receive 15% in product
$2001 + worth of sales you receive 20% in product
(Rewards exclude handling charges & credit card fees.)

PARTY BOOKINGS
Choose from one of the following for each party booked:
Medium Candle OR 100ml Linen Mist OR 100ml Reed Diffuser.

HOSTESS GIFT
Just for hosting the party you will be rewarded with your choice of a 100ml
Linen Mist or a 100ml Reed Diffuser. As well as the medium candle burned on
the night of the party.
If you are interested in hosting a party to receive these fantastic
benefits, please phone Sue on 0411 197 626
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Candle Range

Apothecary
Small: $15.90
Medium: $23.90
Large: $33.90

Metro
Medium: $19.90
Large: $30.00
Extra Large: $39.90
Tall: $46.90

Striped
Large: $30.00
Extra Large: $40.00
(Jars may vary from
picture.)

Bean
Small:
$15.90
Medium: $19.90
Extra Large: $51.90

Oxford
Medium: $21.90
Large: $31.90
Extra Large: $42.90

Triangle
$20.90

Bowl
Small: $15.90
Medium: $30.00
Squat Large: $49.90
Tall Large: $59.90
Extra Large: $75.90

Velino
Small:
$15.90
Medium: $19.90
Large:
$30.00

Honey Pot
Small: $15.90
Medium: $19.90
Large: $30.00

Bulb
Small: $15.90
Medium: $19.90
Large: $30.00

Roman
Small: $15.90
Set (3) Small: $37.90
(Same fragrance)
Extra Large: $54.90

Tumbler With
Metal Lid
$23.90
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Prices subject to change without notice.

Tapered Glass
$25.90
Set of 3
$60.00
(Same fragrance)

Red Velino
Small: $17.90
Medium: $21.90
Large: $31.90

Interlude
Small: $15.90
Medium: $32.90
Large: $49.90

Vibe
Small:
$15.90
Medium: $32.90
Large:
$49.90

Round & Square
Votives
Set of 3 $22.90
(Same fragrance)

Mosaic Hurricane
Clear; Burgundy;
Amber
Large: $42.90

Mosaic Round
Clear; Burgundy;
Amber
Large: $42.90

Wick Trimmer
$15.90
Wick Dipper
$5.90

Coloured Votives
Set of 3 $25.90
(Same fragrance)

Candle Sample Pack (6)
Contains 6 small candles of
various fragrances : $36.90
(no fragrance choices available)
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Prices subject to change without notice.

Himalayan Salt Lamps & Oil Burners

Himalayan
Salt Lamp &
Oil Burner
$45.00

Himalayan
Fire Bowl
$45.00

Salt Lamp
2-3kg: $30.00
3-6kg: $45.00
6-8kg: $55.00
10-12kg: $75.00
25-30kg: $150

Himalayan
Rockbaby
Lamp
$30.00

Orb Lamp
Medium: $45.00
Large: $60.00
Giant: $85.00

Himalayan
Lotus Flower
Lamp
$85.00

Himalayan Salt
Lamp - Hearts
Medium: $45.00
Large: $55.00

Selenite Lamps
15cm $55.00 25cm $75.00 41cm $175.00
(Purchase coloured globes (pg 9)
to change the colour effect.)
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Himalayan
Egg Lamps
$55.00

Pyramid
Himalayan Salt
Lamp
$55.00

Soap Stone Oil Burner
$25.00
(Colour may vary)
Pure Oil
15ml : $12.90
50ml : $29.90
Prices subject to change without notice.

Himalayan
Buddah Lamp
$85.00

Himalayan Salt
Dolhin Lamp
$55.00

Himalayan
Cage Fire Bowl
Lamp
$60.00

Electric Wax Burners : $35.00 each

Angel Tear
Drop
$55.00

Electric Oil Burners : $35.00 each

Tea Lights, Melts & Holders

Himalayan Salt
Selenite
Tea Light
Square Tea
Holders
Light Holder
$19.90
$65.00

Melts Range
Clam Shells:
$10.90

Maxi Tea
Light
4 Pack
$22.90

Votives Loose
6 Pack
$22.90

Glass Plates
Small Round : $7.80
Large Round : $12.50
Large Square : $12.50
Deluxe Tea
Light
6 Pack
$31.90

9hr Tea Light
6 Pack
$13.90

Tea Light
6 Pack
$10.90
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Incense Sticks
$7.90

Prices subject to change without notice.

Accessory Range

Linen Room
Mist
100ML: $19.90
250ML: $35.90

Crystal
Growing Kit
$9.90

Aroma Beads
Can be used in Vac
Bags, Glass Bowls,
Organza Bags 200GR:
$22.90

Globes
Clear : $2.50
Coloured :
$3.50

Long Gas
Lighters
$3.90 each

Cables
$10.00

Lamp Shade
(
Candles
not Included)
Aroma Diffuser,
Small:
$13.90
Available in Black
Large:
$15.90
or White
$75.00

Reed Diffuser
Range
100ML: $19.90
200ML: $32.90

Crystal Candle
Holders, Round & Extra Large Crystal
Square.
Votive Holder
Small: $73.00
$140.00
Medium: $95.00
Large: $110.00
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5 Tier Hanging
Lantern Mosaic
Burgundy; Amber;
Mother of Pear
Set of 2 $45.00
Set of 3 $55.00
Set of 5 $80.00

Prices subject to change without notice.

Citronella
Buckets
Set of 3
$21.90

Aroma Curls
60 grams of
wooden curls,
your choice of
fragrance + 50ml
refresher spray
$26.90

Aroma
Crystals
Medium
Hexagon Jars
$15.90
Set of 3
$38.00

Aroma Flowers
3 Flowers in your
choice of
fragrance + 50ml
refresher spray
$26.90

The Willow
Tree
Collection.
from...
$24.95

Cordials & Sparkling Fruit Juice
Cordials
500ml
$17.90

Pressé
750ml
$10.90

Pressé
250ml
$4.90

Pressé
250ml
$3.90

Amé
750ml
$10.90

Purdey’s
Vitamin
Drink
$5.90

Crystals Range
New to Scented Naturally is a beautiful selection of Crystals in many shapes, sizes and colours.
Whether you believe in the healing properties of the crystals or you just love the way they look and
feel, we have a crystal to suit everyone. Carefully sourced from around the globe, we are very proud
to bring you some of the finest Crystals nature has to offer. Our product list is continually growing
so if you're looking for something special just ask us and we'll see what we can find for you.
Selenite Collection
Priced from...
Unicorn Horn: $45.00
Eggs: $30.00
Soap Stone: $30.00
Towers Mini: $20.00
Towers Med: $40.00
Towers Lge: $55.00

Asorted Crystals
Priced from...
Money Trees: $35.00
Eggs: $25.00
Angels: $27.00
Buddha: $20.00
Heart Stones: $25.00
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Prices subject to change without notice.

Crystal Tea Light
Holders
from... $55.00

Agate Halves
$15.90 pair

Natural Kyanite
from... $15.00

Amethyst Citrine
& Fuchsite
Natural Clusters
$15.00

Natural Chunks
Clear Quartz,
Amethyst, Smokey
Quartz & Rose
Quartz from...
$4.50

Assortment of
Sphere’s
Priced from...
Small: $15.00
Medium: $55.00
Large: $160.00

Citrine &
Amethyst Points
from... $15.00

Tumbled Stones
from... $2.00

Amethyst &
Quartz Natural
Clusters
$ POA

Assorted Natural
& Polished Pieces
from...
$12.00

Bracelets
from... $20.00

Selenite Wands
from... $45.00

Polished Freeform
Priced from...
Small: $15.00 Large: $95.00
Animal Carvings
from... $20.00
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Prices subject to change without notice.

Spa Range

Body Custard 100g: $18.90
Body Custard with Argan Oil 100g: $26.90
Body Oil with Argan Oil 125ml: $36.90
Luxury Massage Oil 125ml: $32.90
Body Milk 125g: $18.90
Foot Scrub 100g: $16.90
Hand & Nail Cream 100g: $19.90
Lip Smacking Lip Balm: $5.90
Flavours: Chocolate, Vanilla, Raspberry,
Tutti Frutti, Watermelon, Peach,
Lemon/Lime, Blueberry, Grape, Coffee,
Coconut, Choc Mint & Strawberry

Perfume
Perfume
Atomiser 100ML Atomiser 10ML
$39.90
$12.90

Bubble Bath 250g: $20.90
Whipped Body Butter 100g: $18.90
Whipped Body Scrub 100g: $18.90
Goats Milk Liquid Soap 200ml: $21.90
Body Lotion 125g: $18.90
Body Scrub 100g: $18.90
Natural Body Powder 100g: $13.90
Foot Balm 100g: $16.90
Shower Gel 250ml: $19.90
Goats Milk Fizzy Bath Power 200g: $18.90
Hand Cream with Argan Oil
& Vitamin C 100g: $36.90

Perfume
Roll-On
$10.90

Bath &
Bath &
Bamboo
Shower Mitt Shower Pouf Bath Mitt
$9.90
$4.50
$8.90
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Bath Salts
$16.90
Avail. w/Shea.

Loofah
Sponge
$6.90

Body Buff
& Loofah
$6.90

Loofah
Gloves
$8.90

Pumice
Stone
$8.90

Prices subject to change without notice.

New Skin Care Range

Hydrating Blemish
Wrinkle Control
Defence
$10.00
$46.90

Goat’s
Milk
Liquid
Soap
$21.90

Exfoliating
Cream
Cleanser
$38.90

Eye Gel
$25.90

Sugar Scrub
$24.90

Perfume
Solid: $10.90

Facial
Cleanser
$19.90

Arnica Balm
$29.90

Facial
Toner
$19.90

Natural
Body
Powder
$13.90

Body Oil
Mist
$34.90

Mango &
Cuticle & Nail
Pumpkin Seed
Balm
Face Balm
$29.90
$36.90

Soap Bars
Face Products Sample Pack
$8.90
Includes Cleanser, Toner,
Soap Bars with
Exfoliating Creme Cleanser,
Wooden Holder Mango Pumpkin Balm & Eye Gel
$12.90
$10.00
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Prices subject to change without notice.

Fragrance Collection
New Fragrances
AMBER - Woodsy, warm and mysterious, with a hint of the orient.
AMBER & VANILLA - A sensual soft scent, beautiful in bath products and candles. The hint of vanilla intensifies the amber scent.
APPLE & VANILLA - Fresh & sweet. This true to smell combination is an enticing blend of crisp, green apples and soft vanilla.
BLACK ORCHID - This is an uplifting, complex woody floral scent made up of black orchids, lavender, ylang ylang & jasmine.
Finishing off with bath notes of sandalwood, spicy ginger & oregano make this a very unique scent.
BLACK PEPPER & BERGAMOT - Layers of spicy black pepper combined with bergamot & lavender create this masculine scent
that is perfect for any room or occasion. Fresh & earthy.
BURNT FIG & CASSIS - This is an unusual scent that is enticing and very strong. The scent of sun warmed figs and delicate
cassis is enhanced with notes of cedarwood and hyacinth. Once you’ve sampled this scent, it will become a permanent addition to
your collection.
BUTTERCREAM - Like those wonderful buttercream candies – smooth, creamy, and luscious.
BY THE FIRE - This amazing scent is made up of violet, jasmine, cinnamon, clove & thyme being supported by sandalwood,
patchouli & vanilla. This is a strong, warm fragrance that is extremely intoxicating.
COCONUT & LEMONGRASS - Base note of coconut blended with a Zesty blend of lemongrass and pineapple with middle notes
of Peach and Lily of the valley followed by warm notes of sandalwood.
CRANBERRY & FIG - This fresh & summery fragrance combines tart cranberries with sweet ripened figs, with added orange &
pink grapefruit this becomes an unusually tangy yet sweet blend.
EGYPTIAN AMBER - This exotic fragrance has a rich & mystique aroma of infused herbs, spices & florals. With a base of sweet
vanilla, musk & sandalwood it combines perfectly with jasmine, lavender, orange, lemon & grapefruit, finishing with rich notes of
amber, balsam, copaiba & cyclamen. It makes an alluring perfume for both men & women. Again, this is another fragrance that has
quickly climbed into our Top 10 Favourites!
HIBISCUS & WHITE AMBER - This exotic blend of tropical hibiscus, jasmine, mango, amber & sandalwood combine to bring you
a bewitching scent. A warm yet fresh fragrance that will become a favourite.
HONEYSUCKLE ROSE - A blend of sweet neroli, apple, ylang ylang and pine needles. With a top note of pink rose. A strong and
intoxicating scent in both candles and body products.
LEMONGRASS - A combination of grass notes and a touch of lemony zip. A nice balance of sharp and soothing.
LEMONGRASS & SAGE - This uplifting fragrance is a wonderful blend of garden herbs & sparkling citrus, followed by hearty
lemongrass with fresh, earthy sage rounding out this crisp scent.
LOTUS FLOWER - This spicy mix of white lotus, vanilla & patchouli combine to make a delicate, calming & sensuous aroma.
MAHOGANY & TEAKWOOD - A fine wood fragrance combination of mahogany, cedarwood and oak with top notes of fresh
lavender and geranium.
MANGO & CILANTRO - Wow! Do we have a combination here for you. This wonderfully fruity fragrance combines sweet orange,
peach nectar, citrus, apple, pineapple & pear with mid notes of sun ripened mango, rose, jasmine, lily, green foliage and the
wonderfully aromatic cilantro! With strong supports of vanilla musks. This has quickly become a Top 10 Favourite!
MANGO AND WHITE TEA - Here is a perfect combination of fresh fruit & ancient tea. This fragrance is made up of juicy, ripe
mangoes & peach and finished off with the white tea tips.
MARSHMALLOW - This playful fragrance combines musk, vanilla & jasmine to produce a strong & scrumptious scent.
MUSK STICK - A combination of musky bottom notes with creamy vanilla & earthy patchouli, mid notes of geranium, cinnamon
stick & mint leaf rounding off with top notes of sparkling fresh citrus. Just like the musk sticks of yesteryear.
OAKMOSS & SANDALWOOD - This mystic blend combines oak moss, sandalwood, patchouli, followed by soft blends of amber
& musk. a truly alluring fragrance.
OATMEAL, MILK & HONEY - The wheaty oatmeal scent with warm cream and soothing honey. Pumpkin Pie
PAPAYA & PASSIONFRUIT - Lemon, lime & orange bring together papaya & passionfruit to produce a lusciously fruity & tropical
scent. Zesty & fresh!
PASSIONFRUIT & NECTARINE - A fruity, fresh blend of sweet nectarine & passionfruit combine to bring you an exotic, tropical scent.
PINK SUGAR (TYPE) - Rich & sweet fragrance combines strawberry, raspberry & citrus with warm notes of indulgent vanilla &
white musk. Enticingly warm & tender while being fresh. A popular scent for perfume or body products.
POMEGRANATE & MANGO - Strong top notes of pomegranate, sweet mangoes & citrus combine with mid notes of lilac, jasmine
& rose supported by amber & musk to create a juicy, fresh and very fruity cocktail. Delicious!
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POMEGRANATE ACAI - Fresh & fruity! Juicy pomegranate combined with red cherries, raspberry & acai to create a delightful
scent. Very popular in body products.
POSITANO - A refreshingly different combination of fruits & florals. Verbena, lime & basil combine with lemon, orange & cyclamen
to create a burst of freshness.
PUMPKIN PIE - Pumpkin, holiday spices and that toasty, fresh-baked crust.
RASPBERRY & VIOLET - This is a zingy yet delicate floral scent combining fresh raspberry, lime & lemon with heady violet &
traces of jasmine & rose.
RASPBERRY PORTER - A delicious blend of sun ripened raspberry with hints of lemon & rose creates a luscious fragrance that
will leave your home smelling clean & fresh.
RIO DE JANEIRO - Already a top seller, this exotic and wild scent combines passionfruit & lime top notes with middle notes of
raspberry & orange with base notes of red rose and honeydew melon, produces a rich & fruity scent.
SUGARED CITRUS - Rich Citrus Blend with Top Notes of Sugar Cane. A refreshingly sweet scent.
SUGARED MAGNOLIA - Tangy citrus top notes are rounded out with deep notes of geranium, apple, rose, jasmine & osmanthus
and finished off with a hint of musk & vanilla to produce an enticing floral fragrance.
SWEET PEA AND JASMINE - Delicate additions of watermelon & cucumber combined with sweet pea & white jasmine create a
perfectly balanced, uplifting floral scent.
TAHITIAN VANILLA - A magical vanilla scent with blends of fresh fruit followed by notes of sandalwood and musk. Very sweet and
seductive scent.
TUTTI FRUTTI - A succulent blend of lemon, strawberry and cherry with raspberry accents. A surprisingly fresh & sweet scent that
lends itself to being a tantalising addition to your collection.
WILD FRANGIPANI - Fresh and tropical. A true to smell fragrance taking you away to the tropics with just one smell. An
intoxicating scent.
WILDBERRY - An extremely strong fragrance. Rich, ripe berries make a wonderfully uplifting scent.
WINTER NIGHTS - Warm woody notes are smothered with vanilla bean, osmanthus, geranium & bergamot to create an
indulgently warm scent, capturing the essence of a crackling wood fire.
WISTERIA - An intoxicatingly sweet fragrance that will fill the room. Some say the scent is a combination of honeysuckle and lilac;
everyone agrees it’s lovely!
AFRICAN RAIN - Lush floral drenched in warm rain is the base of this powerful aroma reminiscent of a tropical rain forest.
ANGEL KISSES - A combination of gardenia, lilac, jasmine with soft hints of amber, sandalwood & oakmoss.
ANGEL TYPE - Based on the perfume designed by Thierry Mugler, this refreshingly woody fragrance is made up of an array of
scents, with notes of vanilla, sandalwood & patchouli with top notes of fresh citrus, melons, peaches & plums.
ANGEL’S TRUMPET - A popular year round fragrance, has a clean & mild sweet floral scent.
ANGEL WINGS - The powdery scents of rose, jasmine and Hawthorne are enhanced by French vanilla, musk & wood.
ANGELIC WHISPERS - Sweet floral notes of jasmine, violet & peony sit on a light base of musk with top notes of mandarin and
bergamot.
ANTIQUE SANDALWOOD - Made from sustainably harvested sandalwood & cedar wood oils, this woody musky fragrance is
softened with subtle notes of violet & jasmine.
APPLE - A true, fresh smelling scent of apples, very clean.
APPLE JACK & PEEL - An intoxicating blend of baked apple, orange peel with spice notes of cinnamon, clove & nutmeg finished
with a hint of vanilla.
APRICOT & CHAMOMILE - Revive the body & mind with the sweet apricot & & soothing chamomile creating a scent bursting
with summer fruits.
AUTUMN FIELDS - Green & musky with notes of bergamot, creating a scent that feels like a cool & sunny autumn afternoon.
BABY GRACE TYPE - Fresh scent that is clean, sweet and innocent. A must try.
BABY POWDER - This powdery fragrance is made with a blend of white lilies, vanilla and ivory musk.
BAMBOO MUSK - The sophistication of this fragrance is a blend of vanilla bean, wintergreen and sheer florals combined with a
light musk scent.
BAMBOO & GREEN TEA - A soothing fragrance combining citrus with pungent & dry tones incorporating green tea leaves &
bergamot, mandarin & jasmine, finishing off with black currant & pomegranate.
BANANA - Fruity top notes of banana are complimented with a sweet creamy base of vanilla.
BANANA NUT BREAD - Yum…the aroma of fresh baked banana bread is a combination of walnuts, ripe banana, vanilla with a
touch of spice.
BASIL - Just like a fresh picked bunch of Basil, bright & sharp.
BASIL & HERBS - A soothing combination of a fresh herb garden with notes of fresh basil, sage & tomato leaf.
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BAYBERRY - Deep green notes combined with clean top notes, a true holiday favourite.
BAYBERRY SPICE - This fragrance has deeper more earthy base notes with a mild spicy top note, creating a lovely aroma.
BEACH DAISY - A refreshing blend of lemon grass, fresh grass &daisy petals make up the top notes, followed by mid notes of
gardenia, ylang ylang & clove with bottom notes of amber & musk.
BENZOIN - Creamy vanilla notes.
BERGAMOT - A fresh & crisp herbal scent.
BERRY TANGERINE - Here is a sweet blend of berries and sunny tangerines infused with tangy cranberry and spicy fresh ginger.
BLACK CHERRY BOMB - Strong cherry & almond scent, sweet & very addictive.
BLACKBERRY - Fresh blackberries straight off the bush, this aroma makes you visualize plump, juicy berries.
BLACKBERRY & VANILLA - An intoxicating blend of delicious blackberries and rich vanilla makes for a very relaxing aroma.
BLACK RASPBERRY - The base of vanilla & musk lend well to the mid notes of white floral & green notes finishing with top
notes of blackberry & raspberry.
BLACKCURRANT - Sweet, strong aroma of fresh picked blackcurrants.
BLACKCURRANT & NECTARINE - Sun ripened nectarines combined with the tanginess of blackcurrants produces a lovely scent.
BLUE MUSK - This sophisticated fragrance blends patchouli & sandalwood with mid notes of geranium, osmanthus & jasmine,
finishing off with bergamot & light ozonic.
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN - Delicious, heady blueberries with hints of vanilla & dripping with melted butter make up this sweet fragrance.
BRAZILIAN WATERS - This blend combines light musk, sandalwood & green leafy notes with rose, geranium clove, bergamot & citrus.
BROWN SUGAR & FIG - A combination of fresh fig, cedar, coconut milk & musk create an invitingly warm fragrance.
BULGARIAN ROSE - A floral bouquet consisting of red rose petals, jasmine blossom & bitter geranium.
BUTT NAKED - Delightful notes of watermelon & cherry create this sweet & fruity aroma.
BY THE FIRE - This warm fragrance is a combination of violet, jasmine, cinnamon clove & thyme, supported by sandalwood,
patchouli & vanilla.
CANTELOPE - A true scent of cantelope, this fragrance has a fresh melon aroma.
CASSIS FLOWER - A crisp and complex fragrance to awaken the senses, to create an exotic citrus scent.
CHAI TEA - A combination of green tea, lemon, peppermint leaves & white amber, create a warm and uplifting aroma.
CHAMOMILE - Relaxation to the extreme, this scent has calming & hypnotic chamomile flower infused throughout.
CHAMOMILE GRAPEFRUIT - With top notes of grapefruit, lime & bergamot this scent gives way to lazy summer days. Mid notes
sage, geranium chamomile & hyacinth are balanced with sandalwood & evergreen.
CHAMOMILE MUSK MELON - Sweet notes of melon blend beautifully with the nature essence of chamomile.
CAPPUCCINO HAZELNUT - Just like the real thing, strong, rich aroma of coffee and sweet hazelnut.
CEDARWOOD VANILLA - Brisk notes of cedar wood are smoothed with light notes of vanilla to create a woody/vanilla aroma.
CHANEL NO.5 - Strong top notes of ylang ylang and iris, with mid notes of rose & jasmine, with base notes of sandalwood,
vertiver & vanilla.
CHARDONNAY - This scent is created by blending citrus blossom with luscious scents of banana, vanilla & spicy apple.
CHINA MUSK TYPE - A mysterious & alluring scent, combining a soft musk base with top notes of heady oriental flowers.
CHINA RAIN TYPE - Rich oriental florals blended with refreshing rain.
CEDAR FOREST - Balsam fir base notes combine with woody notes of sandalwood & cedar wood & top notes of citrus mandarin,
grapefruit with a hint of cranberry.
CHOCOLATE - Chocolate with nutmeg, patchouli & citrus oils.
CINNAMON VANILLA - French vanilla with a hint of cinnamon.
CINNAMON STICK - Rich, spicy cinnamon, perfect for those who like their fragrances spicy!
CITRONELLA - Fantastic for the great outdoors to keep bugs at bay. Sharp & unmistakable scent of the outdoor candle.
CK ONE TYPE - Fresh florals & crisp citrus bring this perfume to life, just like the original.
CLEAN COTTON - The base of this scent has soft violet, lavender & musk, blending with middle notes of cedar, jasmine lavender
& lily, finishing off with top notes of lemon, lime, green apple & clean ozone. Very clean, very fresh.
COCONUT - The toasted coconut scent is combined with a sweet creamy vanilla & topped off with a buttery rum note. Very enticing.
COCONUT & LIME - This luscious scent is a blend of juicy lemon & lime citrus fruits delicately mixed with creamy coconut and
fresh florals. Finishing with notes of vanilla & sandalwood.
COCONUT, LIME & VERBENA - This fragrance tantalizers as well as invigorates, it has a wonderful combination of fresh coconut,
lime and verbena soothed by a hint of vanilla.
COOL CITRUS BASIL - The dry down of this fragrance is a woody amber with mid notes of geranium, linden blossom &
cyclamen with top notes of sweet basil, lime & wild mint creating a refreshing blend of citrus & herbs.
CORIANDER ROSE - Coriander & yellow rose combined with touches of tuberose, gardenia and rosewood.
COSMOPOLITAN - Finished with a squeeze of lime, this scent is a refreshing citrus blend.
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COTTAGE BREEZE TYPE - With crisp rain notes and a soft array of florals this scent is reminiscent of a day by the sea, a
refreshing of cool salt air blowing over the dunes.
COTTON SEED & FREESIA - Top notes of grapefruit & ozonic lead way to mid notes of violet & sheer white floral with a base of
sandalwood & musk.
COUNTRY GARDEN - A wonderful garden scent, combining lush florals like jasmine & freesia, green herbals, country spices with
a touch of lilac. Enjoy.
COUNTRY SPICE - Fresh spices combining everything from the tang of clove to the warmth of cinnamon.
CRANAPPLE - Sweet apple scent with a top note of the wonderfully tart cranberries. Delicious.
CRANBERRY - Very refreshing scent of tart cranberries.
CRANBERRY CHUTNEY - This tangy, sweet fragrance is absolutely gorgeous, the aroma has a mouth watering effect on the senses.
CRÈME BRULEE - A strong scent filled with caramel, crème & brown sugar.
CUCUMBER MELON - Honeydew melon & green cucumber blended with tart apples & watery fresh greens for a fruity delight.
CUCUMBER MINT - Crisp, dewy garden cucumber blended with fresh sprigs of mint, full of tiny rain drops reflecting the morning sun.
DEWBERRY - Classic honeydew melon combined with hints of berry make for a lovely, sweet aroma.
DOWNEY LAVENDER VANILLA TYPE - A natural fresh scent comprising of Downey, lavender, orange & patchouli. Very relaxing.
DRAGON’S BLOOD - This mysterious, haunting & alluring scent is a warming blend of amber, incense with a touch of patchouli.
EGYPTIAN MUSK - A slightly mysterious aroma of clean light musk.
EGYPTIAN SANDALWOOD - Combining an oriental woodsy scent with warmth & mystery finished off with slight musk notes.
ENGLISH GARDEN - Sweet floral notes of lily, lilac, rose and hyacinth are a stand out in this scent, truly garden heaven.
ETERNITY TYPE - Romantic florals from a spring garden touched with exotic fruits & spices, patchouli & amber.
EVERGREEN MEADOW - A sweet floral breeze, with a woodsy, evergreen aroma.
EXOTIC WOODS - A romantic blend of oak, precious amber and musk. Sweet, spicy and deeply sensuous this is truly a beautiful blend.
EXOTICA - Spicy florals blended with dark, musky notes creates an exotic embrace of warmth & sensuality.
FALLING LEAVES - Very refreshing outdoor scents consisting of dusty sandalwood, amber & patchouli.
FOREST PINE - This scent is filled with the pure aroma of pine. This is a clean and energizing scent.
FORBIDDEN FANTASY - This is a replica of Victoria's Secret, combining exotic & intoxicating scents of tropical floral fruit, notes of
passion fruit, papaya
FRANGIPANI - Delightful bouquet of fruits blended with the warmth of black pepper & roses on a long lasting dry down.
FREESIA - Clean with fresh floral notes, finishes with a delicate crispness.
FRESH COFFEE - The dark scent of roasted coffee beans with just a touch of chocolate, so good you'll think there's a pot of
coffee brewing in the kitchen.
FROSTED CRANBERRY - An intoxicating blend of sweet white cranberry, juicy peach, wild strawberry & sparkling raspberry.
FRUIT SLICES - Candied citrus fruits & grapefruit, mouth watering.
FRANKINCENSE & MYRRH - A combination of precious woods, spices, musk & vanilla make for a sweet oriental fragrance.
FRENCH LAVENDER - Clary sage, patchouli & rosemary are blended with lavender bouquet to create a beautiful scent.
FRENCH PEAR - Sweet aroma of brandied pears, delicious.
FRENCH VANILLA - A combination of vanilla beans & Tonka beans with a hint of butter & nuts, lovely.
GARDEN MINT - Soft mint, with a fruity top note amongst lovely floral bouquets.
GARDEN PATH - This scent is a combination of base notes of heliotrope & carnation spice, with mid notes of lilac, jasmine,
geranium, lavender, violet, lily & juniper, finishing with bergamot, lemon, citrus and leafy top notes.
GARDENIA - The beautiful scent of this flower is captured with a sweet and green top note combined with a floral body to give a
truly intense aroma.
GERANIUM - Pure country charm, strong homey scent of Mothers’ garden.
GINGER - This is a strong and invigorating scent that reminds you of strong spice coming from the kitchen.
GINGER LIME - A refreshing blend, ginger combined with the tartness lime.
GINGER VERBENA - This wonderful fragrance is the combination of fresh ginger, stimulating lemon & ripe grapefruit.
GREEN TEA & LEMONGRASS - This scent is created by blending bottom notes of clean citrus musk, with mid notes of jasmine,
violet, lavender & orange flowers with top notes of orange Valencia, bergamot tea & plum wine.
GRAPEFRUIT & LIME - A beautiful blend of Persian lime, grapefruit & sweet mango, with notes of grapefruit & black currant,
along with nutmeg, clove & cinnamon to add warmth & spirit.
GUAVA - A very smooth, sweet musky fruit with creamy overtones. A tropical delight.
HANSEL & GRETEL’S HOUSE - Just like a gingerbread house filled with the aromas of vanilla, cinnamon & plump raisins.
HAWAIIAN BREEZE - A tropical blend of orange, pineapple, peach & strawberry, combined with light floral notes of jasmine & lavender.
HAWAIIAN GINGER - This exotic island delight is a combination of delectable fruits, a fragrant lei of jasmine blossoms, rose buds
& pink cyclamen, seduced with sparkling white ginger softened with sweet vanilla.
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HERBS BY THE SEA - The scent of a fresh herb garden with a gentle sea breeze as it's back drop.
HIMALAYAN BAMBOO - This calming fragrance is a combination of bamboo foliage & rich green florals. Perfect for small
rooms & relaxation.
HONEY I’M HOME - A blend of sweet honey, tart cranberry, with hints of nutmeg, clove & wintergreen. Strong & striking.
HONEYDEW MELON - An invigorating fresh melon scent combining kissed green apples with fresh honeydew.
HONEYSUCKLE JASMINE - This scent has fresh ozonic honeysuckle with hints of jasmine, rose & lilac.
HOT BAKED APPLE PIE - Smells just like an apple pie, with strong notes of apple, cinnamon & brown sugar, finished off with a
warm baked crust.
HYACINTH - The distinctive sweetness one associates with this flower is found in this scent.
HYDRANGEA - This fragrance has a subtle & sweet aroma with a hint of spice.
INDIAN MUSK - Strong scent almost reminiscent of Indian incense. Very invigorating.
INDIAN SUMMER - A well rounded rich and spicy scent with notes of Autumn throughout.
ISSEY MIYAKE TYPE (MAN & WOMAN) - A refreshing scent grounded with amber & musk with aquatic notes of citrus & spice.
JAPANESE CHERRY BLOSSOM - A fresh aroma of cherry blossom.
JASMINE - A mysterious feel of bright oriental, heavy white floral without being over powering.
JASMINE ROSE PETALS - Top note of fresh rose petals round out this sweet jasmine scent.
JEWELED CITRUS - A refreshingly citrus blend of sweet oranges & mandarins with top notes of lime.
JUNIPER BERRY - This refreshing fragrance is a combination of dark green floral, with a light spice and a touch of woodsiness.
LAVENDER - Pure relaxation. Lovely notes of lavender throughout.
LAVENDER VANILLA - A blend of herbal lavender & calming vanilla creates a wonderful aroma.
LAVENDER VERBENA - This exquisite blend is created by bringing together the wonderful aroma of herbal lavender and the
tangy notes of lemon verbena.
LAVENDER VIOLET - Cool crisp lavender combined with warm violet flowers makes for an invigorating fragrance.
LAVENDER ROSE - The perfect couple. This fragrance full of wonderful notes of lavender & rose is a relaxing blend.
LEMON - Fresh lemons, sunny, tart and bursting with citrus zing!
LEMON VERBENA - This scent is truly an uplifting & tantalizing joy. The base of soft woody musk is combined with mid notes of
lavender, geranium rose & lemongrass finished off with top notes of tangy lime, grapefruit & lemon.
LEMON ZEST - Smells just like freshly grated lemon peel, a green herbal bottom note is finished off with the zest of lemon.
LEMONGRASS & GINGER - A sharp, yet soothing scent combines grassy notes with a touch of lemon.
LICK ME ALL OVER - A rich fruity aroma that leads to an exotic and seductive scent.
LILAC - Reminiscent of a lilac bush in full bloom.
LIME - Green, sharp & citrusy. Very refreshing.
LIME BASIL & MANDARIN - Refreshing combination of lime, mandarin, orange & bergamot with notes of basil, caraway, lilac,
iris, vertiver.
LIME COOLER - Drinks anyone? The base of this fragrance is a sweet vanilla with mid notes of rose & blackcurrant with top
notes of tart lime, orange & crisp apple. A must have scent.
LOVE SPELL TYPE - This subtle yet intense fragrance is filled with juicy citrus motes atop a floral heart. Best seller.
LYCHEE & BLACK TEA - A bold & uplifting blend of black tea & sweet tart lychees.
MANDARIN - A strong orange scent, but not as sweet with a touch of oriental.
MANGO - Soft and fruity, you could almost eat it. The ripened aroma of Mango is very pleasant with a hint of sourness to it.
MANGO & MANDARIN - This fresh, clean & tangy scent is filled with fresh sliced mandarin, orange & tangerine with base notes
of ripe mango.
MAGNOLIA - This fragrance begins with base notes of vanilla & musk combined with mid notes of fruity tuberose, lily of the valley
magnolia & plum finishing with top notes of grapefruit, orange, ylang
MANGO & PAPAYA - Mango, papaya & guava are blended to create a strong, sweet & fruity scent.
MICHAEL KORR’S TYPE - An exotic blend of tuberose, creamy floral essence and warm spices.
MIDNIGHT RAIN - Picture a rainy evening with fresh air, water with a touch of night musk, this is it.
MOON LAKE MUSK - Woody base notes combine with musk flower, fern & orris to create a deep, well balanced musk scent.
MONKEY FARTS - Anything but disgusting this unique fragrance is a blend of bananas, fresh grapefruit, strawberries, bubble gum
with a touch of vanilla. Very popular with the kids!
MOROCCAN SPICE - Strong scent of spice with a subtle sweetness. Intoxicating.
MOTHER EARTH - As her name suggests, the finest earthiest scents offered, musk, sandalwood, sharp resins, refreshing herbals
finished off with a touch of dirt.
MULBERRY - The base combines sweet cotton candy vanilla, with a fruity & berry blend of cherries, apples, peaches, strawberries
& tangerines creating a vivacious & delicious scent.
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MUSCADINE - Very strong and fragrant aroma, full of sweet grapes.
MUSK - The age old scent of musk with a powdery top note.
NAKED IN THE WOODS - The combination of sun warmed figs, Italian bergamot & white tea leaves is entwined with jasmine,
sweet heliotrope & sandalwood leads the senses to the warmth of the woods.
NATURE’S GARDEN - This earthy base is blended with crisp vegetables and a subtle floral scent. Nature at it's best.
NAUTICAL SPLASH - Combination of spicy & sporty this fragrance is made up of bottom notes of sandalwood & ambergris with
mid notes of Iris & violet leaves finished off with lemon & verbena.
NECTARINE - Juicy, sweet & tart. Just like a true nectarine.
NEROLI - Delicate while being slightly citrus with orange blossom.
NEROLI CEDAR - Orange blossom blended with the rich woody scent of cedar creating a soft fragrance with sweet undertones.
NEW MOWN HAY - Picture a warm, sunny meadow, with a hint of wood.
OCEAN BREEZE - This scent starts with a base of woody violet & musk, leading into mid notes of lavender & bois de rose
finishing with top notes of fresh apple, melon, orange & bergamot, creates the scent of a fresh ocean breeze.
ORANGE BLOSSOM - Bold, clean white floral top notes blend with just a squeeze of orange.
ORANGE SHERBET - An icy top note finishes off this cool,. Crisp orange scent with a subtle hint of cream.
ORANGE SPICE - Sweet oranges are combined with cinnamon & cloves to create a stimulating scent.
ORIENTAL GARDEN - Base notes of clean, oriental florals with extra green floral and herbal notes round out this exquisite scent.
ORCHID - An intoxicating, exotic scent creating a delicately heady, sweet fragrance.
PARIS TYPE - Just like the very popular perfume with a blend of floral aromas with a woody musk finish.
PASSION FLOWER - Passion with delicacy, sweet southern florals.
PASSION FRUIT - This scrumptious fragrance smells just like a real passion fruit, full of sweet, tangy, tropical scents.
PASSION TYPE - Based on Elizabeth Taylor’s perfume with note of jasmine, ylang ylang, lily of the valley,spice & musk.
PATCHOULI - A musky incense aroma. Traditional, yet never dated.
PEACH - Fresh cut peaches, bright, fruity yet not too sweet.
PEACH PRESERVE - A delicious blend of peaches, orange juice, apricot nectar and vanilla.
PEAR & REDWOOD - This unique scent is a base of redwood, cedar wood, sandalwood, & light musk combined with mid notes
of osmanthus, vanilla, cinnamon & clove with top notes of pear and a hint of raspberry.
PEARBERRY - Juicy, plump berries are combined with clean pear juice to create this delicious blend.
PEPPERMINT - Cooling & sweet peppermint sprigs bring this mildly spicy traditional scent to life.
PEPPERMINT & EUCALYPTUS - Peppermint, patchouli, cedar wood & eucalyptus are blended to create this invigorating fragrance.
PINEAPPLE TANGERINE - The sweet richness of pineapple blended with the zest of tangerine produces a tantalizing aroma.
PINEAPPLE & COCONUT - A touch of mango blended with Hawaiian coconut & Brazilian pineapple create this tropical scent.
PINEAPPLE & MANGO - Tropical notes of ripened pineapple combined with mangos create a fresh & fruity aroma.
PINK GRAPEFRUIT - The sour zest of tangy grapefruit without the bitterness. Very refreshing.
PINK PEPPERCORN - An alluring blend of sweet, tropical flowers.
POMEGRANATE - Sweet, juicy blending a mild floral overlay.
PLUMERIA - Combining jasmine, mimosa flower and florentine iris, you would be forgiven for thinking you're on an Hawaiian island.
POMELO GRAPEFRUIT - Intense, sweet grapefruit. Refreshing & invigorating.
RAIN FOREST - Cleansing waters drench a forest of greenery & ferns leading to a fresh aroma.
RAIN WATER - The base starts with vanilla beans, East Indian sandalwood, rose crystals with sexy musk, combining with mid
notes of jasmine, tuberose, cyclamen & violet with top notes of white carnation, lily & crisp white grapefruit. Truly refreshing.
RASPBERRY - Sweet, rich decadent tartness of fresh raspberries.
RASPBERRY DELIGHT - Imagine a raspberry tart with the spices of cobbler, delicious.
ROMANTIC MUSK - A warm & sweet scent with an alluring and sensuous note found throughout.
ROSE GERANIUM - A strong, feminine scent with a rose base, finished off with a warm & sweet geranium top note.
ROSEMARY - Invigoratingly clean herbal scent with a touch of green.
ROSEMARY & MINT - The scent of rosemary spiked with mint to create a clean fresh aroma.
RUBY RED GRAPEFRUIT - Fresh grapefruit, clean, crisp & clear.
SAGE - A pungent, musky herbal scent. Exceptionally energizing.
SAGE & CHAMOMILE - A wonderful blend of soft & calming chamomile flower with herbal sage, create an enticing aroma.
SAGE & POMEGRANATE - This exotic fruity blend combines rich, dark berries, sweet pomegranate with crisp, dry cassis finishing
with notes of flat leaf parsley & desert sage.
SANDALWOOD - This scent will have you in a state of peaceful relaxation in no time.
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SANDALWOOD & MUSK - This unique scent is a combining of warm amber, smooth woods & creamy vanilla on a core of
bergamot, orchid & jasmine. Enticing and beautiful.
SATIN SHEETS - Kumquat, lily, patchouli & cassis are set on a background of amber & musk. Alluring scent.
SCOTCH PINE - This green earthy aroma takes you straight into a forest. Cedarwood & spearmint combine with juniper & spruce.
SENSUAL AMBER - This sensual fragrance is created on a base of warm amber, sandalwood, vanilla, patchouli & musk with mid
notes of rose, orange flower, iris & lotus blossom, finishing with top notes of berries, plum, orange & bergamot.
SEX ON THE BEACH - Just like the drink, filled with orange juice, cranberry juice & peach schnapps. Drinks anyone?
SMOKE & ODOUR ELIMINATOR - A true odour eliminator, absorbent spice to remove all types of odours from smoke, pet, food,
stale musty to anything else that may taint the air.
SONOMA SUNSET - This unique aroma is created with luscious arbour grapes blended with grape leaves & light musk.
SPEARMINT & EUCALYPTUS - Strong, refreshing & cleansing scent of spearmint & eucalyptus.
SPRUCE - This will become a favourite. A clean, clear evergreen combined with a touch of mountain air. A must have!
SPRUCE & BERRIES - Fragrant spruce trees entwined with luscious raspberries combining with notes of cedar, pine needle &
tangy orange. Just lovely.
STRAWBERRY - Strawberries sprinkled with sugar, sweet & tangy.
STRAWBERRY PASSION - The combination of ripe strawberries, cotton candy & french vanilla creates an aroma that is sure to
please the sense.
STRUDEL & SPICE - Fresh baked strudel. Combining notes of vanilla with cinnamon sugar. Yum
SUN SHOWER - A clean powdery base supports top notes of lily and citrus, smells just like summer.
SUN WASHED LINEN - A summer breeze carrying the scent of freshly washed clothes through your window.
SUN RIPENED RASPBERRY - Tart raspberries sweetened by the summer sun. This fragrance is gorgeous. Light, sweet but full
bodied, another must have.
SWEET PEA - Light & airy, the very essence of sweet & floral elegance is captured in this fragrance.
SWEET VANILLA - Very sweet, very vanilla.
SWEET PEA & VANILLA - The essences of vanilla is added to sweet pea to create a gentle but robust scent.
TEA LEAF & JASMINE - An outstanding fragrance of light woody and fresh green notes.
TEA ROSE - The perfect scent of a full blown American beauty. Old fashioned floral purity.
TEAK & SANDALWOOD - Pleasant teak is blended with soft, sweet sandalwood to create an exotic fragrance.
THYME - Soothing & earthy herbal scent.
TOMMY HILFIGER TYPE - Just like the very popular aftershave. Very strong & fresh.
TULIPS - A field full of tulips, fragrant & colourful.
VANILLA - Sweet, traditional & delicately simple.
VANILLA ROSE - The floral tea rose is combined with the rich, creamy vanilla scent.
VANILLA SUGAR - Sandalwood & coconut are blended with vanilla sugar to create a rich, warm scent.
VANILLA SPICE - Rich vanilla blended with warm spices to create an intense aroma.
VERY VANILLA - Intense vanilla aroma, with a subtle touch of cream.
VIOLET & LIME - This sophisticated fragrance is created by combining violet blends with the crisp & clean of lime.
VIOLET - Imagine bouquets of violets filling your rooms, this is an intoxicating fragrance.
WARM VANILLA MUSK - A delectable fragrance combining creamy vanilla & sweet brown sugar.
WASABI GINGER - Rosewood & light musk are blended with brisk ginger & sheer florals & geranium finishing with
mandarin & pineapple.
WATER LILY - Tea leaf & jasmine notes blend with violet, peony & osmanthus creating a sophisticated green floral aroma.
WHITE LILAC LAVENDER - Pretty floral scent made up of lemon, jasmine, rose lavender & clove.
WINE & ROSES - An incredibly strong scent with the wine & the roses jumping out at you.
WHITE TEA - With just a touch of jasmine this scent has truly luxurious aroma.
WHITE TEA & BERRIES - Raspberries, blackberries & elderberries are the bases of this tantalizing aroma finished with notes of
white tea.
WHITE TEA & GINGER - This soothing fragrance is a blend of spicy, herbaceous citrus
WHITE LINEN TYPE - Red tulips, rose bloom with notes of jasmine and gardenia surprise the senses, combining with snow
WHITE MUSK - This is a wonderful combination of velvety musk, oriental jasmine, floral lily & iris, rose, sweet vanilla, fresh amber,
patchouli, oak moss & vetiver with a hint of fruity peach.
WILDBERRY MOUSSE - A mouth watering delight. This is a combination of creamy mousse with refreshingly tart notes of wild
berries, just picked.
WOODBERRY - A woodsy top note belies a body of strawberries, blueberries & raspberries, refreshing with some sweetness.
YLANG - YLANG - Notes of jasmine with a blending of floral, soft & sweet. Potent aid for romancing.
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The Benefits of Scented Naturally Candles
100% Natural Soy Wax
Made from Renewable Sources
Biodegradable
Burns up to 3 times longer than other candles

Sit Back, Relax & Enjoy….

Scented Naturally
801 Nicholson Street,
Carlton North Vic 3054 Ph: 9381 0931
Sue Balazsy Mob: 0411 197 626
www.scentednaturallycandles.com.au
scentednaturally@bigpond.com

